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ABSTRACT 

Whose Skills are Demanded? An Empirical Study 

of the Distributional Imp~cts of U.S. 

Forest Service Policies on Local Job Markets 

James [!!_aske t t and Harry Ayer 

Estimates. are made of the impact of alternative U.S. Forest Service 

policies on the distribution of jobs, among skill levels 0 1f people, in 

local rural communities. The analysis uses primary data, and employs 

several refinements of interindustry analysis. Policy implications pertain-
. ' 

ing to the income (skill level) distribution problem are given. 

Paper presented at the annual meeting of the American Agricultural Economics i 

Association, Penn. State University, August, 1976. 
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Whose Skills arc llcmandcd'l An Emp.irical Study 

of the lllstr.ibut.ional Impacts of U.S. Forest 

Service Policies on Local Job Markets 

James Baskett and Harry W. Aye-r* 

Introduction 

The purpose of the research reported here is to determine the i~pact of 

various U.S. Forest Service policies (or those of other governmental agencies) 

on the distribution of job opportunities among skill levels of people in local, 

rural communities. . Emphasis is placed on the distribution of job opportunities 

c1mong skill levels because employment by skill level is inextricably linked to 

the income distribution problem. The policies investigated include those which 

alter cattle production, timber sales, tourism and/or retirement settlement. 

The distribution of emP.loyment opportunities are estimated by utilizing and 

extending interindustry analysis to consider several important sub-issues. The 

analysis accounts for (1) very short run, short run, and long run impacts; (2) 

the differential impacts among contiguous rural areas, resulting from a region

wide policy; (3) a growing regional economy (such as is occuring in many rural 

areas) and possible .changes in capital-labor ratios in the region's business 

sectors; and (4) the seasonal impacts of alternative policies. The analysis 

utilizes primary data collected by questionnaire from regional businesses and 

thus avoids problems created by utilizing national input-output coefficients. 

Problem Statement and Setting 

The availability of jobs and the skill level of those jobs is intimately 

bound to the more general income distribution problem. Solutions to the income 

distribution problem will most likely involve changes in the structure of the job 

market. 1bat is, changes in the supply of or demand for people with particular 

skill levels will result in changes in employment and the distribution of in

come among a region's people. In the research reported here, focus is on the 
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demand sl<lc of the Job market, and more expllcitly, the lmpact o( pd.marily 

regulatory policy (vs. taxlng or spending policy) on Job and. hence income 
I . . 

distribution. Although regulatory policy tni.lY be of potent:i.al equal importance 

with taxing and spending policy in affecting income 'distribution, knowledge 

pertaining to its effect is insufficient. 

The.distribution issue is an important one. Rivlin, in her 1974 address 

to the American Economics "'Association, cites four reasons why the distribution 

issue is important and will be of increasing concern. For at least the last 
. '. 

thirty yeqrs the relative shares of - the nation's income has remained about the 

P,ame, thus increasing the real income gap between the rich and the poor. Mass 

and instant·communication have increased the awareness of what some have -·and 

what others.don't have. Moreover, special interest groups with increasing 

political sophistication·and clout will draw_attention to and shape the distri-· 

but ion issue. Finally, important demographic-social forces are working t·o 

heighten the distribution pro,blem. lf 
2/ 

Rural area income has· been more unevenly distributed than in urban areas~ 

,this distribution was in part the caui,e of the rural-:-to-urban migration (and. 

associated problems) which occurred until the 1970' s. 

One-recognized function of government is·to affect the distribution of 

income)/ Redistribution is accomplished through taxing, spending and regula

tory functions. Because of the importance of government in our economy, the 

q.istributiorial iinpacts _can be substantial)~/ In several regions of the U.S., 

5/ .. · 
governmental agencies control·Iarge amounts of land- and their land manage-

ment policies affect not only products derived from the land:, but also incomes_ 

· and general welfare within nearby communities. In recognition of land-management 

impacts of the Forest.Service, Bureau.of Land .Management, and other governmental 

agencies on the welfare of local communities, a body of law and directives has 

evolved, especially since 1970, which requires that regional/local economic im-

pacts be taken into consideration. The "Principles and Standards" of the Water 
', ' 



Resources Counc.iJ., the Rural Development Act of 1972 (Talmadge), and the 

Forest and Rangeland Renewable Resources Planning Act of 19i4· (U.S. Department 
,·,, . 

of Agriculture) all contain clear mandates for planning age~ties to improve 

rural community welfare and better the distributior1 of rural incomes .. To date; 

little account has been taken of the income distribution issue, although, as 

we have argued, account should indeed .betaken~ 

:J:n the study reported here, estimates are made of the impact of primarily 

regulatory policies of the u .. s. Forest Service on the· demand for different skill 
I 

levels of people in the Salt-Verde Basin of·Arizona. The Basin encompasses 

approximately 22 million acres (nearly one-third the land area of Arizona), 

most of which is under U.S. Forest Serviee control. The region. is rural in 

·nature with some 26 scattered communities whose populations range from .100 or 

less to roughly 30,000, For analytic and "local" policy purposes, the Salt-

Verde region was divided into five subregions. The subregions are of.near-equal 

size and their boundaries were based on jurisdictional boundaries and economic 

similarities. Lumbering, grazing, tourism, mining, retirement settlemert: and wvernment 

account directly or. indirectly ~or most jobs in the region. One important indi

cation of an income distribution problem is the incidence of poverty. In 1969, 

the proportion of families with incomes below the poverty threshhold ranged from 

nine to over 45 percent.of the families in the counties·contained·in the study 

region (U.S,.Department of Commerce). We believe the environmental and economic 

structure of the area: is similar to many other regions. of government ownership, 

es];Jecially in the West. , Where close regional similarities exist, policy implica

tions from the Ba~;in study should have important applications elsewhere •.. 
I 

Methodology 

'The study used and refined from-to analysis in making estimates of the 

d~stril;>utional-impacts (among skill levels of jobs) of. alternative land use 

I 
pplicies. Froill:".-to (or "rows only") analysis is very similar.to input-output 



analysis, the pd.1i1ary difference being that 110 :Lnformat:l.on is requ.lred on the 

amount -of :Lnputs purchased by the endogenous industries from the exogeneous or 

"primary inputs" sector. The principle disadvantage of fro~ito vs. input-ou_tput 

.. analysis is that a cross check of interindustry transactions, by determining 

that row totals are equal to corresponding column totals, is precluded •. However, 

nearly all the analytic power of the input-output model i~ retained, and from-to 

analysis has a very significant -advantage over ,input-output analysis. The data 

requirement is substantially less, and the data that is not required· is pre

cisely sorp.e of the most difficult and costly to obtain. It was felt. that. 

primary data was v:i..t~l -to the present study because we wished to study small 

local regions, and because secondary data and national or large-region technical 

coefficients for .1.:.0 studies were unsatisfactory. The latter. data sout.ces fail 

to adequately account for "leakages" experienced by local communities, are out

dated and/or overlook structural differences in the regions' economies. 

While a cross-check of rows and columns was sacrificed with from-to analy

sis, numerous measures were taken to gain statistical reliability of question

naire data. A carefully structured, 15 page questionnaire was sent to a strati

fied sample of 4,181 of the. regions' 5,392 businesses. Information was obtained 

on employment by skill level, monthly employment, and the proportion of respondent 

total sales de.rived from each of the region Is other business categories plus 

various final demand sectors in 1973. Estimates were also obtained on the ex

pected change in employment and capital investment given: hypothetical sales 

increases of 10~ 25, 50 ~nd 100 percent respectively. Percentage estimates 

r_ather than dollar receipts were requested to boost questionnaire response. 

Technical coefficients within transactions matricies are therefore not dollar, 

but labor coefficients, and facilitate investigating employment impacts. 

Finally, response was increased by a carefully structured and previously tested 

(Buse) procedure, including an advanc·e mailing and publicity with figurehead 
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. . 
approval, pc-rsonal.i.zc<l letters, repeat maili11gs, and follow-up long distance 

telephone calls· by a skilled in te:tviewer. Valid questionnaire~ were received 

frol1l roughly forty percent of potential respondents comprisii1g-;,:.over 25 percent 

of the entire· business. population. Some 58 percent\of the region's total work. 

force was represented by firms completing valid questionnaires. Gi vcn the 

questionnaire sophistication and confidentiality of the data requested, the 

response rate is considered excellent; Kalter, for example, ·obtained a 32 

percent response from potential respondents in his from-to analysis of Wals

worth County, _Wisconsin. 

The bas_ic methodology for input-output analysis is well documented (Chi;mery,

and Clark, Miernyk) and commonly employed, including, among many such studies, 

those of the rural sector by Moore.and Peterson; Bromely, et~.; and Kelso, 

Martin and Mack, Key studies employing the from-technique are by Kalter and 

Tiebout. Both input-output and,from-to analysis account. for direct and in

direct impact--the multiplier affect--on. regional employment (or income) as 

an initial change in sales from one or more sectors to final demand ripples 

through. the reg1on' s economy .. 

In this study, several new extensions, besides gathering and analyzing data on 

job_ distribution by skill. level, or previously developed extensions of the basic 

technique, were _employed.· First, the analysis developed multiplie.rs for what we 

term the very short run,· short run, and long run. In the ve:ry short run only inter

industry transactions occur and account for the multiplie~ :impact. In the short 

run, the household sector is assumed endogenous, and consumer expenditures are as

sumed to change in re~ponse to changed local employment and incomes. In the long 

run, the household sector and several other sectors are endogenized to reflect. 

changes in local.· investment by businesses (plant and equipment), non-retired house

holds (local residential invest_ment); and in all expenditure changes (i.e., both 

c.utrent·and investment) by governmental agencies andprivate, non-profit institu

tions. 
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A' scconJ refinclllcnt was the division of the Salt-Verde Basjn area into 

f.i ve subregions, and the development of separate inter industry models for each. 

This is important because although Forest Service policy mat-0:pply to the entire 

· regio1i (such. as a region-wide grazing permit policy), the impacts among local ·com

munities mai be quite different. Most previous empirical work has not made this 

important breakdown. 

Third, account was taken of the effect of general regional growth on the 

technical coefficients. of the model. Such an adjustment is important because the 

region investigated is expected to grow in the future, .and because, in a more gen

eral sense, the recent urban-to-rural migration turnaround makes such an analysis es

pecially relevant. . Each business was asked to estimate changes in labor employed 

given hypothetical sales increases of 10, 25, 50 and 100 percent respectively. In-

dividual. firm responses were then· reaggregated into sector totals to form new trans

actions matricies for each growth level. Resulting employment estimates for each 

growth level were made relative to 1973 sales and 1973 employ~1ent and mult:i.pliers 

recomputed. To the best of our knowledge., this yefinement has not been incorpor

ated into previous studies. Finally, Account was also taken of the seasonal im-

pact of alternative policies on employment. Clearly, tourism is seasonal, and 

in determining policy such an impact should be considered. This was accomplished 

by asking each.firm for its monthly employment, and. then relating the monthly 

employment to the annual change in employment suggested by the multiplier analysis. 

Again, little empirical evidence has been available on the season impact of land 

use policies . 

. Finally, employment elasticities were developed and used in the analysis in

stead of relying ori the more commong multipliers developed in interindustry studies. 

Elasticities were derived from the multipliers, · and show the percentage change in 

total area employment (both direct and indirect effects) resulting from a one ·per

cent change in sector(s) sales. to final demand. Elasticities were developed for 

two reasons. First, our interindustry· data was on the proportion of sales. made· 
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by c.ich indt1'.;l.ry l_o v;1rioqs sectors ;111d not-the ;1li:;olutc do! lar val11e. And second, 

bus"incssc:; and pol.icy 111:ildng i11st::i.tut.i.01is often find it convenient to cQns.i.dcr 

percentage changes in btLsiness activity rather than the absolute change. 

Results and Policy Irnpli~ations 

Results are sumniarizcd in tho form of crnploy111cnt elasticities for each 

skill level for two of the five subregions studied. These elasticities are 

presented for four categories of land use poliicies: those affecting cattle 

production, lumber production, tourism- and retirement settlement. Besides 

showing the relative impact by policy for different skill levels, the analysis 

also investigates the very short run, sf10rt run and long run effects; the 

·· differential impacts among subregions; the "dynamic" effect of a growing 

region and resulting changes in technical coefficients; and seasonal impacts 

of the alternative policies on employment. Policy implications are given. 

Policy Effects 

The relative effect of alternative policies on employment by skill level 

is given in Table l; The elasticities of Table 1 indicate the percentage change_ 

in the area's total employment resulting from a 1 percent. change in the final 

demand policy variables listed at the left. Thus, for Local Area 1, policies 

(such as. grazing. regulations) which increase sales to final demand from cow

calf production by 1 percent result in the long run, in professional, skilled, 

semi-skilled and unskilled employment increases of . 011, . 009, . 013, and . 011 

percent respectively of the area's total employinen t. The cumulative ·elasticity, 

t 
over skill level~ is .044. 

In Local Arca 1, the greatest impact is derived from policy affecting the 

lumbe·r-wood products sector. A one percent increase in timber sales results. in 

a long .run increase of nearly . 23 percent in total Local Area employment. Of the 

increase· in total. employment, nearly half· is for unskilled labor. Accordingly, if 

, there is underemployment of the area's unskilled labor force, and one objective of 

policy is .to improve employment (and hence income) opportunities, timber cut 

regulitions or similar policies should receive strong consideration. Should· 

there b~ constraints on timber supply, tourism, as an alternative policy 



able l. Elasticity of Employment* to U.S.F.S Policies Affecting Cow-Calf Production, Lumber Sales, Retirement 
Settler.ent and Tourism; by Skill Level; Very Short Run, Short Run, and Long Run; Salt Verde Basin, Local 
Areas l and 4, 1973. 

Sum of Ski 11 

J 1 i cy, Fi .na 1 Ski 11 Level Level Elas-
ti cities ~iT;and Sector ** Professional Skil 1 ed Semi-Ski 11 ed Unskilled 

Local Area I VSR SR LR VSR SR LR VSR SR LR VSR SR LR LR 

Jw•Calf produition .008 .010 .011 .006 .008 .009 .009 .012 .013 .008 .010 .011 .044 
Jrr:ber~wood products .008 . 018 · .021 .026 .034 .039 .021 .044 .047 ._107 .. 116 . 119 .226 
xa 1 retired HH ( C) *** .006 .008 :008 .005 .006 .007 .010 .013 .014 .006 .008 .008 .037 

( I) .001 .002 .002 .003 .003 .004 .001 .002 .002 .001 .002 .002 .010 
Jurists-seasonal (C) .023 .029 .030 .020 .026 .028 . 031 .041 .043 .028 .034 .036 ;137 

( I) .002 .002 .002 .003 .004 .004 .002 .002 . 003 .001 . .002 .002 .011 

Local Area 4 
Jw-Calf croduction .012 .016 .019 .006 .009 .014 .018 .024 .028 .016 .020 .022 .083 
J~ber-wood products .002 .003 .003 .001 .002 .003 .003 .004 .005 .005 .006 .007 .018 
)Cal retired HH ( C) . 031 . 041 .048 .022 .030 .042 .043 .056 .065 .025 .034 .039 .194 

( I) .007 .010 .012 .016 .018 .022 . .008 .012 .015 .005 .008 .009 .058 
Jurists-seasonal ( C) .030 .040 .048 ;017 .025 .038 .039 .052 · .062 .040 .049 .054 ;202 

( I) .001 .002 .002 .003 .004 .005 .002 .002, .003 .001 .002 .002 . 120 

Elas.ticity of employment refers to the percentage change in the area's average annual employment resulting 'from a l per
cent change in sal.es to final demand of the named policy variable.· Annual average employment in Area 1 was 7500 and in 
Area 4 was 9796 .. / 

* Ro1t1 titles in this table refer to final demand for different types of goods and services. Ro1t1s for cm·1-caif p/oduction 
and lumber-vmod products repre·sent demand of non-local businesses for local cattle and timber products. Rows for local 
retired HH ( I) and touris t-.seasonal (I) represent consumer demand for local res i den ti.al construction. Rows for local 
retired HH ( C) and torui s t-seasona.l ( C) represent current cons ump ti on expenditures affecting many different types of 
en?ogeneous l ota l businesses. , 

** Ro~,s designated \vith a "C" indicate that the change in final demand is for current expenditures. 
Rows designated with an "I" indicate that the change in final demand is for capital or investment expenditures. 

I 
co 
I 



vari;ildc, ;1_!:;o h;,s an i111port;111t l111p;1ct in Loc;ll /\rca I. llowcvcr, the di.striliu-

tioH of skj 11 levels dcm;mdcd by this policy arc di fforcn t; there is a much 

smaller impact on unskilled employment. lt is notable 

which has been an historical major exporting industry, 

that cattle production, 
I 

I I 1· . 11 1a s e-ii..? 1mpnct on a. 

skill levels than ci ther lumber production or tourism, reflecting that inter-

. industry purchases initiated by cattle produce.rs tencl to be relatively small. 

Fina,lly, the estimates indicate that policies which affec_t retirement settle

ment and seasonal tourism have little impact on total employment through invest

ments (such as in homes) which retirees or seasonal tourists make. Similar re

sults were found in all five subregions. 

Length of Run 

Estimates were made of the elasticity of employment for the very short run, 

short run, and long run (defined earlier). Table 1 suggests that the very short 

run and short run elasticities capture most of the employment impact, with qut 

few exceptions. For the two· areas illustrated in Table 1, rather large differen

ces between short and long run elasticities exist only in Area 4 for the "skilled" 

working class. This pattern existed in three of the five Local Areas. 1he im

plication for ,employment or distribution policy is that in general a policy must 

be justified on very short and short run effects, rather than on subsequent im

pacts of long run investment and government-activity. 

Differential Impacts Among Subregions 

One purpo~e of the research was to illustrate differential impacts among 

Local Areas from region-wide policy (such as policy for a particular National For

est or Forests). A comparison of skill-level elasticities in Table 1 for Local 

·. Area 1 and 4 suggests the importance of disaggregating policy planning, or at 

least in recognizing and dealing with the differential impacts· among subregions. 

For example, even 'though policy affecting final demand for lumber sharply affects 

demand for unskilled employment in Local Area 1, a corresponding 1 percent increase 

in final demand in Local Area 4 has very little impact on unskilled employment. 

In Area 4, retirement settlement and tourism have large impacts, relative to Area 

1, with the distribution of job opportunities being generally evenly distributed 

among skill levels. 
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Chang.ing Technology Over 'I'i me - The Uy11a111i c L [fects 

The Salt-Verde Basin economy has been growing very rapidly in recent years, 

outstripping even J\ri zona' s dynamic rate of growth. This· Bai;i.n and many rural 

communities nationwide arc expected to experience g1~owth in the years ahea<l --

in part due to the urbon-to-rural migration turnaround. Because of these fac

tors, we wished to esti1ilate the distributional impacts of U.S . .F.S policies when 

regional business activity increases and Local Area businesses have had. the op

portlmi ty to change their productive technology or utilization of productive capa

city. To get at this growth effect, data were· collected on expected changes in 

each sector's· capital and employment should sales increase by 10, 25, SO, and 100 

percent. Labor technical coefficients were calculated for each of these increases 

to re-estimate the from-to models and obtain new employment elasticities. The elas

ticities are given in Table 2. Each elasticity, for Nominal, 25% Growth and 50% 

Growth models, indicates the percentage by which employment would· increase over the 

annual average employment in the area in 197 3 (9, 797), resulting front a 1 percent 

1.n.crease in sales, over sales in 1973, for the named sector. Thus, the elasticities 
• j ~ • 

are directly comparable not only among skill levels, but also among levels of hypo-

thesized growth in the region's economy. 

· The estimates indicate that should the 1·egion' s economy grow, as is expected, 

the marginal impact of most policy variables on regional employment (by skill level) 

will decrease. The exception is for the impacts of investment (expenditures b_y 

local retired households and seasonal tourists)--little if any decline is estimated 

in their elasticities. The reason for the diminishing marginal impact of most policy 

variables is that the regio11s businesses, in general, indicate that they have unused 

plant capacity, or that they will employ more capital intensive technology.~/ Elas

ticity estimates for other areas follow the sanie pattern. No skill level is particul

arly- worse off as a result of growth effects.· That is, for any particular policy 

the declining elasticity with growth is experienced by each skill level, and the 

percentage decline is of the same order of magnitude. Thus, policy to affect .the 
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Table 2. Elasticity of Employment to U.S. F. S. Policies Affecting Cow-calf Pro ducting, Lumber Sales, Retirement 
Settlement and Tourism; by Skill Level; Short Run; Salt-Verde Basin, Local Area 4; For Nominal, 25 9.; 

and 50% Regional Growth.* 

Skill Level 
Total Over 

Policy, Final Skill Levels, 
Demand Sector · Professional Skilled Semi-Skilled Unskilled Short Run 

Nominal 

Cow-calf production .016 .009 .024 .020 .069-
Lumber-irnod products .003 .002 . 004 - .006 .015 
Local retired HH (C) .041 .030 .056 .034 · .161 

(I) .010 .018 .012 .008 . 048 
Tourists-seasonal (C) .040 .025 .052 . 049 · .166 

(I) . 002 .004 .002 .002 .010 

25% Grmith 

Cm,-calf production. . 012, .007 .019 ;016 .054 
Lumber-:-wood products .002 .001 .003 .004 .010 
Local retired HH (C) .036 .027 .049 .029 ,141 

(I) .009 . 017 .Oll .007 .044 
Tourists-seasonal (C) .036 .022 .046 .043 .-14 7 

(I) .002 .004 .002 .002 · .010 

50% Growth / 
/ 

Cow-calf ptoduction .011 .006 .016 . 013. .046 
Lumber-wood products .002 .001 .002 .004 .009 
Local retired HH (C) .035 .026 .049 .028 .138 

(I) .010 .019 .012 .008 .049 
Tourists-seasonal (C) .035 .022 .046 .042 .011 

(I) .002 .009 .003 .002 ,011 

*Elasticities refer to the percentage increase in employment, over th·e annual average employment in 1973,. (9797), re
sulting from a 1 percent increase in sales, over sales in 1973, from the nained sector. Thus, all elasticities 11re 
directly comparable·; not only among skill levels, but also among different growth models. See Table 1 for further 

explanatory notes._ 



distribution of jobs by skill level (income) need not be based on growth con

siderations (expected change in labor intensity). /\gain, distribution polit:y 

should be based mo:re on the.immediate effects and not longer--z~n .considerations. 

Seasonal Impacts 

The impact of U.S. Forest Service policy on the seasonal distr.ibution of. 

employment is a concern of local and other policy ma]sers. Part of the policy 

maker's strategy may be to· choose a policy which creates employment for those 

people who experience underemployment during particular seasons of the year. 

Quarterly employment_elasticities are given in Table 3, and for expository pur

poses, only qua,rters 1 and 3 are given for .two Local Areas. 

The estimates indicate that the alternative policies have a moderate to 

rather large seasonal impact, and that the policies consistently raise employ

ment more in the third quarter than in the first quarter. In all Local Are.as 

~nd for all policies third quarto~ elasticities were at l~ast 10 percent greater than 

first quarter elasticities, with the greatest seasonal variation being in-Local 0 

Area 4. In that area, policies increasing investment by retired ho4seholds & seasonal 

tourism by one p~rcent result in a ,028 percent increase in the area's employment 

in quarter 1 compared to a .044 percent increase in.quarter 3. Table 3 also illustrafes 

that the seasonal impact of the same policy variable may differ sharply among re

gions. For example, policies affecting lumber sale.s have a much greater seasonal 

impact in Local nrea 4 than in Local Area 1 a 13 percent increase in the Local 

. Area 1 elasticity vs. a 22 percent increase in Local Area 4. Of course, in eval

uating the seasonal impact, it is important to determine not only the percentage 

differe·nce in elasticities be_tween seasons, but also the absolute value of the 

elasticity per se. For example, 1investment expenditures by seasonal tourists show 

a large percentage increase (50 percent or more) between seasons, but the absolute 

elasticity is small relative to several other policy variables. 

The policy in1plication is that opportunity exists for changing employment 

(and hence income) distribution via policies which are season-oriented. Awareness 
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Table 3. quarterly Employn1cnt Elnsticit:ics to U.S.F.S. Policies /\ffocting 
· CQw-ca 1 f Production, Lumber Sales, Hctircmcn t Sc t.tlcmcnt and 
Tourism; Very Short llun; Sa.Lt-Verde Basin, Local" Areas 1 and 4. 

Policy, Final 
Demand Sector 

Local Area 1 

Cow.c. calf production 

Lumber-wood products 

Local retired HH (C) 

(I) 

Tourists-seasonal (C) 

(IJ· 

Local .Area 4 

Cow-cilf production 

Lumber-wood procuts 

Local retired HH (C) 

(I) 

Tourists.,..seasonal (C) 

(I) 

Quarter 1 Quarter 3 

.026 .032 

.158 .178 

.027 .030 

. 006 · .008 

.099 ~109 

.006 . .009· 

.227 .254 

.217 .265 

.315 .363 

.048. .065 

.514 . 642 

.028 .044 

Percentage In
crease in Quar
tcr-3 Elasticity 
Over Quarter 1 

23 

13 

11 

33 

10 

50 

12 

22 

15 

35 

25 

57 

Note: E.lasticities are with respect to annual average employment .. /\nnual 
average employment in Area 1 was 7500 and in Area 4 it was 9796. 
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of the seasonal impacts may be used by U.S.F.S. officials in evaluating their 

· policy before it is enacted on. K nowle<lgc of tbe seasonal·. impa_cts may also be used by 

local officials in designing programs to cope with seasonal tm.~mployment created 

by forest· Service policy. 

Conclusions- and Policy l~ccommendations · 

Salt-Verde Basin research suggc_sts the following conclusions and guidelines 

for U.S. Forest Service and other agency policy.:makers:. 

l,. Alternative policies impact differentially on not only total regional 

employment, but also on the types of skill levels demanded. The distributional 

impact needs .to be consic;lered in maximizing policy_ benefits; 

2. Virtually all the aggrega,te Local Area employment impact can be expected 

to be felt irt the very short run or the short run as defined irt this paper. Litt le 

additional impact is realized in the long run, and therefore should not be used in 

justifying policy . 

. 3. ·. Regi-on,-wide policy, such as -timber cut (or grazing, tourism, or retire

ment settlement) pertaining to a multi.county forest area, has very different im

pacts among subregions of the area: 1arge.,,;region multipliers are simply unappro

priate for understanding subregion economies and the impact of different policies 

on those subregions. Policy designed to change the distribution of employment 

(income) opport_unities must reckon with this fact. 

4. Regional eco.~omic gr~wth (increased sales to final demand by all busi

nesses) over time is expected to be accompanied by a decrease in labor intensity 

(labor/sales). The resulting decrease in employment elasticities is· rather sub-

stantial for several of the policy variables. Each skill level is estimat~d to be . . . 

affected by approximately the same proportional amount {by any particular policy 
I > 

variable). Accordingly, distribution policy can be based more on sho·rt run than 

longer run considerations for any particular policy variable. 

5. Seasonal' impacts of some policy al_ternatives are substantial. Forest· 

-agencies may use information on the s~asonal impacts in evaluating current or pro-
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posed poJcic-:,, and Joc:11 o!"l'ici:ils may u:;c i111·or111;1ti.011 l'or t:ltc sc;1son,ll i.111-

pacts of forest poLi.cic-s to adjust thc.i.r own plnns to meet seasonal unc111ploy-: 

ment problems created by other agency policies. 
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Footnotes 

1. For. example, the tendency for people. of like socio-economic backgrounds 

to marry and the current increases in families with both husband and wife earning 

incomes will tend to widen the in,come gap between low and high income families. 

2. Data on the incidence of poverty in metropolitan and nonmetro counties 

is computed fro'm U. · S. Bureau of the Census data and given by .Brinkman: 

Year 

1959 

1968 

. · 1974 

Percent of People in Poverty• 

Metro Counties 

15% 

10 

10 

Nonmetro Counties 

33% 

18 

17 
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Footnotes (continued) 

3 The literature of public finance recognizes four econ~iiiic roles of 

government: promote the efficient allocation of resources, stabilize 

'. 

prices, promote economic.growth, and affect income distribution. 

4 ... 
Roy Ash, former director of the Office of Management ·and Budget and a 

Cabinet member of the Nixon and· Ford administrations, states the proposition 

bluntly, ''Obviously, the role of government has changed ;..._ from one primarily 

of maintaining national security and dome.stic order. to one that also· massively 

re distributes income." 

5The federal government controls approximately one..:.third, or 755 million 

acres, of the nation'~· land, Of federal land, some 470 million acres are under 

the Buteau of·Land Management and 187 million acres are under the U.S; Forest 

Service. 

6Growth model elasticities are based ort the assumption that hypothesized 

• production (sales). increases are produced under the· less labor intensive (labor/ 

sales) methods projected by the business.es in our sample. Of course, if regional 

sales increases come about through the addition of new firms, whose labor. in ten'."" 

sity is different than that projected by current businesses, the elasticities 

• will be different. 
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